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1. Introduction
Powerful tools for the analysis of genetic biodiversity are molecular markers, which are
based on DNA sequence polymorphisms. Indeed, DNA sequences determine the diversity
of organisms, and therefore, the techniques used to evaluate DNA polymorphisms directly
measure the genetic diversity. Because molecular markers show Mendelian inheritance, it is
possible to trace the fingerprint of each organism and determine the evolutionary history of
the species by phylogenetic analysis, studies of genetic relationship, population genetic
structures and genetic mapping.
According to technical principles, there are three classes of molecular markers: (i) nucleic
acid hybridization based on complementary bases, e.g., restriction fragment length
polymorphisms (RFLPs), (ii) Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) based on DNA
amplification, e.g., random amplification of polymorphic DNAs (RAPD), amplified
fragment length polymorphisms (AFLP), microsatellites or simple sequence repeats (SSRs)
and (iii), single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). The first technique, RFLP, has been
decreasingly used due to the difficulties involved in manipulating high throughput
sampling and the third technique, SNPs, represents high costs related to large-scale
genotyping. However, the cost-effective PCR-based techniques have been largely used.
With the advent of PCR technology in the mid 1980s (Mullis & Faloona, 1987; Saiki et al.,
1985), new perspectives have evolved for molecular biology fields that have largely
impacted several applied purposes, e.g., diagnostics, plant and animal breeding programs,
forensics and others. Microsatellites were detected in eukaryote genomes almost thirty years
ago and they are the most promising PCR-based markers. Microsatellites are tandemly
repeated motifs of variable lengths that are distributed throughout the eukaryotic nuclear
genome in both coding and noncoding regions (Jarne & Lagoda, 1996). They also appear in
prokaryotic and eukaryotic organellar genomes, e.g., chloroplast (Powell et al., 1995) and
mitochondria (Soranzo et al., 1999).
Due to the high mutation rate of microsatellites, they are potentially the most informative
molecular marker with the advantage of easy and low-cost detection by PCR. Moreover, the
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bottleneck caused by the high cost and laborious approaches to isolate microsatellite loci has
been overcome by new sequencing technologies. Large databases of genomic and EST
sequences, that could be screened using bioinformatics tools, are now available and many
published loci could be transferred from related species. Another great advantage of
microsatellites is their co-dominant feature. Unlike RAPD and AFLP, which are dominant
markers that detect only the presence or absence of a locus, microsatellite markers detect
both homozygote and heterozygote genotypes.
A search using the Web of Science facility (Thomson Reuters, http://webofknowledge.com)
confirmed that the microsatellite has been the most used molecular marker to address
genetic diversity (Table 1). This marker has been applied for the germplasm conservation,
phylogenetic analyses, plant and animal breeding programs, constructing linkage maps,
mapping economically important quantitative traits and identifying genes responsible for
desired traits.
Molecular marker
Science Category
Biochemistry Molecular Biology
Evolutionary Biology
Ecology
Genetics Heredity
Biodiversity Conservation
Total

Microsatellite
or SSR
1178
989
989
1134
405
4690

SNP

RAPD

AFLP

RFLP

185
33
23
493
4
1.269

83
18
17
124
3
925

96
78
49
131
8
668

38
11
16
32
3
531

Table 1. A search using the Web of Science facility for the number of articles published in the
last five years whose title contains the name of one of the markers: microsatellite or SSR,
SNP, RAPD, AFLP or RFLP.

2. Identification and features
Microsatellites are DNA sequences of mono-, di-, tri-, tetra- and pentanucleotide units
repeated in tandem, which are widely distributed in the genome (Powell et al., 1996). Litt &
Luty first used the term “microsatellites” in 1989 when analyzing the abundance and
dispersion of (TG)n in the cardiac actin gene. Microsatellites were originally designed to
research degenerative and neurology diseases in humans but showed great applicability for
other species.
Many authors classified the markers according to the number of bases, i.e., short repeats (1030 bases) are microsatellites and longer repeats are minisatellites (between 10-100 bases).
Microsatellites have been also been classified according to the type of repeated sequence
presented: (i) perfect, when showing only perfect repetitions, e.g., (AT)20, (ii) imperfect
repeats, when the repeated sequence is interrupted by different nucleotides that are not
repeated, e.g., (AT)12GC(AT)8, and (iii) composite, when there are two or more different
motifs in tandem, e.g., (AT)7(GC)6. The composite repeats can be perfect or imperfect. The
sequences of di-, tri- and tetranucleotide repeats are the most common choices for molecular
genetic studies (Selkoe & Toonen, 2006).
In addition to their co-dominant feature, i.e., the identification of all alleles of a given locus,
microsatellites can also be amplified using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in stringent
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conditions that usually only permit the amplification of single loci, thus facilitating data
integration (Bravo et al., 2006). Furthermore, microsatellites are widely distributed
throughout the genome, highly polymorphic and transferable between species. These
features provide the foundation for their successful application in a wide range of
fundamental and applicable fields (Chistiakov et al., 2006).
The presence of SSRs in eukaryotes was verified from diverse genome regions, including 3´UTRs, 5´-UTRs, exons and introns (Rajendrakumar et al., 2007). Furthermore, their
localization could potentially interfere with different aspects of DNA structure, DNA
recombination, DNA replication and gene expression as illustrated by Chistiakov et al.
(2006). The transposable elements might contain one or more sites that are predisposed to
microsatellite formation and enables SSRs dispersion throughout the genome (Bhargava &
Fuentes, 2010). Microsatellites are also commonly located in proximity of interspersed
repetitive elements, such as short interspersed repeats (SINEs) and long interspersed repeats
(LINEs). Kashi et al. (1997) reported that in promoter regions, the presence and length of
SSRs could influence transcriptional activity.
The microsatellites can also be present in organellar genomes, such as chloroplast and
mitochondria, and nuclear DNA. Powell et al. (1995) provided experimental evidence of
length variation in the mononucleotide repeats of the chloroplast genome of angiosperms,
and polymorphisms within these regions might be used to study both intraspecific and
interspecific variability. Soranzo et al. (1999) was the first to show length variation at a
mitochondrial SSR locus in conifers.
Knowledge of the complete genome sequence of many species in the public domain now
permits the determination of SSR frequencies at the whole genome level, decreases the
economic limitations and accelerates the process of SSR analysis. The accessibility and data
analysis of microsatellite content in whole genome sequences would also facilitate
comprehensive studies on the direct role of microsatellites in genome organization,
recombination, gene regulation, quantitative genetic variation and the evolution of genes
(Katti et al., 2001). The density analyses of SSRs in fully sequenced eukaryotic genomes
showed a higher density in mammals and the initial analysis of the human genome
sequence concluded that approximately 3% of all DNA is represented by SSRs. The human
genome is estimated to contain on an average 10-fold more microsatellites than plant
genomes (Powell et al., 1996). The analyses of microsatellite distribution in the genomes of
many species revealed that compared with Drosophila, Arabidopsis, Caenorhabditis elegans and
yeast, human chromosomes 21 and 22 are rich in mono- and tetranucleotide repeats.
Drosophila chromosomes have higher frequencies of di- and trinucleotide repeats and,
surprisingly, the C. elegans genome contains less SSRs per million base pairs of sequence
than the yeast genome (Katti et al., 2001).

3. Isolation and analysis
3.1 Isolation
Since the first studies using microsatellites were performed, the methods of SSR loci
isolation have been improved and several protocols were published. There are published
reviews concerning this topic (Weising et al., 2005; Zane et al., 2002), but with the recent
development of technology and evolution of methodology, new methods and modifications
have been proposed.
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The published microsatellite isolation protocols can be grouped into three types: (i) the
standard method, where a library is screened for repeated sequences; (ii) the automated
method, where the SSR sequences are searched in sequence databases and (iii) the
sequencing method, where the whole genome or parts of the genome are sequenced using
high-throughput technologies. Each of these methods was modified and optimized to many
species and conditions, generating a large number of protocols. Here, we will present an
overview of the commonly used protocols.
3.1.1 Standard method
This method requires the creation of a library. There are various protocols to create and
screen a genomic, cDNA or PCR fragment library [revised by Mittal & Dubey (2009) and
Weising et al. (2005)], but the main steps can be summarized as follows:
1.
2.
3.

The DNA is fragmented by sonication or enzymatic digestion.
The DNA fragments are ligated into a vector and transformed into Escherichia coli.
The clones are analyzed for the presence of SSR sequences by Southern blot. Then, the
positive clones are sequenced.

The number of positive clones obtained by this methodology ranges from 0.04 to 12%, with
the lowest yields occurring in birds (Zane et al., 2002). These protocols are efficient;
however, the cost of developing a microsatellite marker is high because the use of a total
genomic DNA library requires the evaluation of a large number of clones to find those
containing repeated sequences. Ito et al. (1992) proposed the use of a biotinylated
oligonucleotide to screen the plasmids of a restriction fragment library. The oligonucleotide
and plasmid interact to form a triple helix, and the positive clones could be recovered using
streptavidin coated magnetic beads. Subsequently, the microsatellite-enriched plasmids are
purified and transformed into E. coli. However, this technique is limited to sequence motifs
that are capable of triple helix formation (such as GA- and GAA-repeats).
Another technique to increase the number of positive clones or enrich the libraries relies on
the extension of the library of single-stranded genomic DNA using repeat specific primers.
For example, Paetkau (1999) amplified genomic libraries using biotinylated
oligonucleotides, which were complementary to the microsatellite sequence, as primers. The
single-stranded biotinylated sequences were recovered with streptavidin bound to magnetic
particles, made double-stranded and transformed into E. coli. In this case, the enrichment
efficiency was 100% for the dinucleotide (CA)18. However, the enrichment efficiency
depends on the size of the genomic library.
The most popular enrichment methods for SSR sequences are based on hybridization selection
(Weising et al., 2005). Therefore, the following steps are added after DNA fragmentation:
1.
2.

3.

The DNA fragments are ligated to adapters and amplified by PCR.
The PCR products are hybridized to microsatellite sequences that are attached to nylon
membranes or biotin, and the hybrid sequences are eluted from the membrane or
recovered via streptavidin-coated magnetic beads.
The selected PCR products are ligated into a vector and transformed into E. coli.
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Researchers using hybridization selection have reported up to 80% of clones containing a
microsatellite. Using two rounds of amplification and hybridization with biotin/streptavidin,
Kandpal et al. (1994) generated a high enrichment efficiency of approximately 90% for CA
repeats.
Yue et al. (2009) described another method to enrich microsatellite libraries. These authors
applied a duplex-specific nuclease to normalize a pool of cDNA prior to cloning and
generated 30 times more positive clones as compared with direct sequencing methods.
Recently, Santana et al. (2009) and Malausa et al. (2011) applied pyrosequencing to enriched
DNA libraries of many species and demonstrated that this methodology is more rapid,
effective and economical than others.
3.1.2 Automated method
Microsatellite identification and development is also made possible through the use of
public DNA databases to search for repeated sequences. Initially, database searches were
performed using unspecific alignment tools, such as BLASTN (Altschul et al., 1990).
Subsequently, several computer-based software programs were developed and the SSR
search became easier. Mittal & Dubey (2009) reported a list of programs, their applications
and references. Because microsatellites located in expressed sequences are more conserved
and gene related, many studies have described and applied EST-SSRs [as reviewed by
Varshney et al. (2005) for plants].
This automated approach reduces the costs associated with microsatellite marker
development but is limited to species with available sequences.
3.1.3 Sequencing method
The new high-throughput sequencing technologies have allowed whole or expressed
genome sequencing (Abdelkrim et al., 2009; Mikheyev et al., 2010). These technologies do
not require the creation of libraries (total DNA or RNA can be sequenced), produce a huge
amount of sequences quickly and because many steps have been skipped, have lower costs
than other methods.
Following the isolation of microsatellite sequences, it is necessary to develop PCR primer
pairs flanking these sequences to test new loci for robust amplification, genomic copy
number and sufficient polymorphism. Arthofer et al. (2011) reviewed published research
concerning microsatellite isolation and showed that approximately half of all loci were lost
due to inconsistent PCR amplification, multicopy status in the genome or monomorphism,
regardless of the isolation strategy used. Moreover, these authors demonstrated the
applicability of high-resolution melting (HRM) analyses to screen candidate loci for marker
development, reducing the costs of traditional tests.
3.2 Analyses
In microsatellite loci analyses, variations in the amplification product size are related to the
number of repeated motifs and would indicate the polymorphism level of that specific locus
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in a population. There are many protocols to amplify and detect microsatellite loci variation.
Weising et al. (2005) described the most frequently used methods.
The protocol choice depends on the availability of equipment and reagents and the desired
accuracy of the polymorphism detection. Agarose gels stained with ethidium bromide are
easy to handle and are one of the cheapest protocols but do not allow precise fragment size
determination. However, one of the most accurate methods requires an automated
sequencer and fluorescent-labeled primers. The combined use of multiplex reactions (with
primers labeled with different fluorochromes) with capillary DNA sequencers allow highprecision genotyping and high-throughput.
Regardless of the electrophoretic technique chosen to determine the banding pattern of the
amplified fragments, the next step is statistical analysis. Molecular markers with known
band sizes are usually added to electrophoresis gels to estimate the fragment size.
There are several methods and computer programs that can be used in data analysis,
depending on the final application. Excoffier & Heckel (2006), Labate (2000) and Weising et
al. (2005) reviewed many of them and summarized their main applications. Several
statistical analyses are based on genetic distances, and as a first step, the pairwise similarity
is quantified. Most commonly, the similarity index is calculated from band sharing data and
the complement to this index is the genetic distance between the samples (Weising et al.,
2005). When large number of samples are involved, it is difficult to interpret genetic
distances. In these instances, the use of ordination, clustering and dendrograms condenses
the differences into fewer characters and permits the visualization of these entries in a
multidimensional space (Weising et al., 2005).
Unfortunately, most of the computer programs use a specific data file format, but there are
several that can read or write data from, or to, other file formats. It is essential to avoid the
limitation of a single program or having to reformat the data manually. Excoffier & Heckel
(2006) identified two conversion programs considered as starting points for formatting input
data files: Convert (Glaubitz, 2004) and Formatomatic (Manoukis, 2007). These programs
can create input files for several other formats.
A critical point in data analyses is that most computer programs conceal the mathematical
complexities from the user, but they rely on crucial assumptions that should be taken in
account for the correct interpretation of the results (Excoffier & Heckel, 2006).

4. Transferability
Microsatellites are transferable because their flanking regions are highly conserved across
taxa, allowing cross-species amplification, i.e., primers developed in one species can be used
in others of the same genus or family, especially for vertebrates, such as fishes, reptiles and
mammals (Peakall et al., 1998; Rico et al., 1996). The transferability of SSRs derived from EST
databases (EST-SSR) is greater than that of SSRs derived from enriched genomic DNA
libraries. The EST-SSRs originate from expressed regions, and therefore, they are more
conserved across a number of related species than non-coding regions (Varshney et al., 2005).
Many researchers have studied the transferability of SSRs. Zhao et al. (2011) showed the
high transferability (86%) of Brachypodium SSR markers to Miscanthus sinensis. Moreover, 18
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(31%) of the transferable markers produced perfect polymorphic and easy-scoring bands;
consequently, this study confirms the significance of Brachypodium as a model plant for
Miscanthus. Faria et al. (2010) used Eucalyptus EST databases to develop, select and conduct a
detailed characterization of a novel set of 20 microsatellite markers that are polymorphic
and transferable across 6 of the major Eucalyptus plant species. The primers were developed
from more conserved transcribed regions; therefore, the transferability and polymorphism
of these microsatellites likely extended to the other 300 or more species within the same
subgenus Symphyomyrtus, further highlighting their applied value for Eucalyptus genetics
and breeding. Pépin et al. (1995) showed that an estimated 40 per cent of the microsatellites
isolated from cattle were useful to study the caprine genome and characterize economically
important genetic loci in this species. Moreover, bovine microsatellites were shown to be
useful tools for the study of the genetic diversity of Artiodactyla. Dawson et al. (2010)
developed primer sets for 33 polymorphic loci that are highly useful in the study of
passerine, shorebirds and other non-passerine birds and for genotyping in species belonging
to the Passeridae and Fringillidae families.

5. Evolution and mutation models
Microsatellites have a wide variety of applications in life sciences. In addition, these markers
are related to several human neurodegenerative diseases and have demonstrated roles in
regulating transcription and expression of various genes. Despite the great interest in the
functions of these sequences and their applicability as molecular markers, knowledge about
the mutational and evolutionary dynamics of microsatellites is still controversial.
The methods used for studying evolution of microsatellites involve pedigree analysis,
sequence structure analysis of the alleles within species, sequence comparison of
orthologous loci in related species and analysis of microsatellite instability through cloning
and maintenance of sequence in vivo (Ellegren, 2004). More recently, data from complete
genomes coupled with bioinformatics analysis has helped researchers to understand the
distribution and variability of microsatellites in genomes.
5.1 Origin of microsatellite
The origin of microsatellites in genomes appears to be nonrandom, with an imbalance
between the mechanisms that promote and those that prevent the microsatellites initiation
(Bhargava & Fuentes, 2010). Currently, there are two non-mutually exclusive hypotheses to
explain the origin of microsatellites:
-

De novo microsatellites (Messier et al., 1996) - suggests that the birth of microsatellites
was a consequence of the creation of a proto-microsatellite, a short region of as few as 3
or 4 repeated units within cryptically simple sequences, which are defined as a scramble
of repetitive motifs lacking a clear tandem arrangement. Proto-microsatellites were
originated from base substitutions or indel events; the latter is supported by the
observation that insertions tend to copy adjacent bases (Buschiazzo & Gemmell, 2006).
Once a ‘proto-microsatellite’ is initiated, maintenance and multiplication is favored by
its propensity to undergo strand slippage during replication and, depending primarily
on the repeat motif, its capacity to form unusual DNA conformations and participate in
recombination and transposition events. The number of repeat units correlates
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positively with the mutability of the microsatellite, but the minimum repeat number
required for strand slippage or other mechanisms of microsatellite mutation is
debatable (Jentzsch et al., 2008).
Adopted microsatellites (Wilder & Hollocher, 2001) – suggests that microsatellites arise
from other genomic regions via transposable elements. The transposable elements
might contain one or more sites that are predisposed to microsatellite formation and
hence favor the dispersal of microsatellites in genomes. Transposable elements can be
divided into two main classes based on their mechanisms of movement: class I
(retrovirus-like transposons) and class II (so called cut and paste transposons). Both of
these elements can leave traces of their presence and movement during the
transposition process across DNA sequences, which resemble microsatellites, especially
poly A arrays. A poly A tail is added to the 3’ end of class I retrotransposons after
mRNA transcription, which then gets inserted together with the transposed sequence
into the new position. Retrotransposons can also contain other microsatellite-like
stretches, dinucleotide and tetranucleotide repeats, within their sequences. Class II
transposons preferentially insert into certain DNA sequences, which can be either
inverted repeats or tandem repeat sequences. This suggests a reciprocal association in
which microsatellites act as ‘retroposition navigator sequences,’ while retrotransposons
generate more microsatellites during their dispersion throughout the genome. An
example of a retrotransposon-mediated microsatellite genesis in humans is the origin of
A/T rich microsatellites with motifs ranging from one to six nucleotides in length from
Alu elements (Jentzsch et al., 2008).

5.2 Evolutionary dynamics
Microsatellites are highly mutable as compared with point mutations in coding genes and
mutation rates range from 10-6 to 10-2 events per locus per generation. These rates are highly
affected by multiple factors, which influence both the probability of mutations generation
and the repair efficiency of these mutations. Mutation mechanisms, DNA repair, structure
and characteristics of microsatellite, genomic and individual context and selective biological
influences are factors that interact and control the evolutionary dynamics of microsatellites.
5.2.1 Mutation mechanisms and DNA repair
Currently, two mechanisms have been proposed as mutation models in microsatellites: (i)
replication slippage and (ii) unequal crossing over during meiosis. The mechanism of DNA
replication slippage is most widely observed in microsatellites.
Replication slippage - DNA slippage is a symmetrical process, where the same number of
repeats are added and removed. This process inevitably leads to either the loss of
microsatellites or the insertion of a high number of repeats (Schlötterer, 2000). The
misalignment that gives rise to mutations occurs between a newly synthesized DNA strand
and its complementary template strand. The two strands dissociate and reanneal incorrectly,
forming a loop, which is stable due to the repetitive nature of the sequence. If the loop is
formed on the nascent strand, the resulting mutation will be a repeated expansion, while
loops on the template strand result in a reduction of the repeat length (Jentzsch et al., 2008).
Unequal crossing over during meiosis (recombination) - this mechanism is usually
associated with the exchange of repeated units between homologous chromosomes, and
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therefore, plays a limited role in microsatellite mutation. However, this mechanism might be
responsible for microsatellite multistep mutations (Grover & Sharma, 2011).
The relative rates of point mutations and slippage might be altered by changes in the
efficiency of MMR (mismatch repair) and proofreading. Failure of the MMR system during
replication results in a 10-3-fold increase in microsatellite instability (Strand et al., 1993).
These proteins govern the balance between enrichment and prevention of microsatellites
within genomes. In a given species, MMR proteins play a role in the mutational variability
among alleles, loci and individuals, and because they are driven by selective forces, are
certainly the cause of differential allele distributions between species. Moreover, the
proteins involved in MMR can vary in number and nature among eukaryotes, suggesting
variability in their intrinsic efficiency (Buschiazzo & Gemmell, 2006).
5.2.2 Structure characteristics of microsatellite, genomics and biological contexts
Mutation rates might vary greatly among loci and alleles of the same locus depending of the
structure of the microsatellite (length and number of repeat units, interruptions within the
motif, motif nucleotide composition, motif length and flanking sequences).
Length of microsatellite - mutation increases with the increasing number of repeat units and
this is presumable because the more repeating units, the more opportunities for replication
slippage to occur. Therefore, loci with a large number of repeats are more polymorphic
(Ellegren, 2004).
Interruptions - point mutations and other interruptions within the repeat reduce the
mutation rate. Any mutation within the repeated region that causes an interruption will
split the original repeat into two shorter units, which would increase locus stability by
reducing the substrate for polymer slippage (Bhargava & Fuentes, 2010).
Motif nucleotide composition - repeats with certain motifs have a heightened propensity to
form secondary structures and alter DNA structure. Secondary structures, such as hairpins,
quadruplex structures, H-DNA or sticky DNA are intermediate DNA hybrid forms that
increase the likelihood of strand misalignment and subsequent polymerase slippage. A
conformational change in the DNA structure, such as Z-DNA formed by long AC tracts, will
affect both polymerases and repair enzymes (Jentzsch et al., 2008).
Motif length - dinucleotide repeats have the highest mutation rate, followed by tri- and
tetranucleotide repeats. Shorter microsatellites motifs allow more opportunities for
misalignment, whereas motifs longer than three nucleotides require higher dissociation
energy and are thus less likely to generate enough single-stranded DNA to form a stable
loop. Moreover, motif length can affect MMR efficiency. If the loop is too large, the
efficiency of MMR is reduced (Buschiazzo & Gemmell, 2006; Jentzsch et al., 2008).
Flanking sequence - the mutability of microsatellites greatly depends on the genomic
constitution of their flanking sequences. Large scale mutation of a sequence that contains or
flanks a microsatellite will modify the genomic context of the microsatellite and may change
the mutability of the locus (Bhargava & Fuentes, 2010).
The influence of genomic context on the mutation rate of microsatellites becomes clear when
the effect of the mutations has a high probability of being disadvantageous and is strongly
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counteracted by selection, i.e., where the distribution of microsatellites in coding regions is
observed (Buschiazzo & Gemmell, 2006; Jentzsch et al., 2008).
The mode of reproduction, metabolic rate and generation time could also influence the
mutational dynamics of microsatellites at the species level. It has been reported that the sex
and age of some organisms could also influence the mutation rate of microsatellites. For
example, men have more cell divisions than women for the production of gametes and it is
therefore expected that the microsatellites would undergo more mutations per generation
(Buschiazzo & Gemmell, 2006)
5.3 Mutation models
A mutation model of microsatellites evolution is needed for the estimation of population
parameters, such as number of migrants, population structure and effective population size.
A wide range of models has been proposed to explain the mutational dynamics of
microsatellites and some of them are discussed below. For more details see Balloux &
Lugon-Molin (2002) and Bhargava & Fuentes (2010).
Infinite Allele Model (IAM) – This model was first described by Kimura & Crow (1964) and
assumes that every mutation results in the creation of a new allele. This model does not
allow for homoplasy; identical alleles share the same ancestry and are identical-by-descent,
which best describes the unusual dynamics of compound/complex microsatellites.
K-Allele model (KAM) – This model was developed by Crow & Kimura (1970) and assumes
that there are K possible allelic states and any allele has a constant probability of mutating
towards any of the other K-1 allelic states. This model treats all alleles as equivalents with
the potential to mutate from one allele to any other allele and allows homoplasy, which is
more suitable for data where the mutation pattern is unknown.
Stepwise mutation model (SMM) – This model was developed by Otha & Kimura (1973) and
assumes that each mutation creates a novel allele by either adding or deleting a single
microsatellite repeated unit. Alleles of very different sizes will be more distantly related
than alleles of similar sizes (memory of allele size); this model is often used when estimating
relatedness between individuals and population sub-structuring, except when homoplasy is
present.
Two-phase-model (TPM) – This model was developed by Di Rienzo et al. (1994) and is an
extension of the SMM, which allows for infrequent multistep mutations; one-step mutations
are more likely to occur and follow the SMM, whereas the magnitude of multistep
mutations follows a truncated geometric distribution.

6. Applications
Due to all of the previously discussed features, microsatellites have been a class of molecular
markers chosen for diverse applications. In this review, the SSR applications will be
summarized into four categories: (i) genome mapping and marker-assisted selection, (ii)
genetic diversity and individual identification, (iii) population and phylogenetic
relationships and (iv) bioinvasion and epidemiology.
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6.1 Genome mapping and marker-assisted selection
Genome mapping includes genetic, comparative, physical and association mapping. Genetic
mapping is one of the major research fields in which microsatellites have been applied
because they are highly polymorphic and require a small amount of DNA for each test.
Linkage maps are known as recombination maps and define the order and distance of loci
along a chromosome on the basis of inheritance in families or mapping populations
(Chistiakov et al., 2006). Association mapping links a locus to a phenotypic trait and
comparative mapping aligns chromosome fragments of related species based on genetic
mapping to trace the history of chromosome rearrangements during the evolution of a
species (Wang et al., 2009a). However, in physical mapping, markers anchor large pieces of
DNA fragments, such as bacterial artificial clones (BACs), and provide the actual physical
distance between the markers (Wang et al., 2009a). Apotikar et al. (2011) constructed a SSRbased skeleton linkage map of two linkage groups of sorghum in a population of 135
recombinant inbred lines derived from a cross between IS18551 (resistant to shoot fly) and
296B (susceptible to shoot fly) varieties. The authors found 14 markers that were mapped to
each linkage group and three quantitative trait loci (QTL) governing more than one trait
(pleiotropic QTLs). The identification of genomic regions/QTLs that influence resistance can
help breeders to introgress them into the breeding lines using the linked molecular markers.
Baranski et al. (2010) analyzed the flesh color and growth related traits in salmonids with
128 informative microsatellite loci, distributed across all 29 linkage groups, in individuals
from four F2 families. Chromosomes 26 and 4 presented the strongest evidence for
significant QTLs that affect flesh color, while chromosomes 10, 5 and 4 presented the
strongest evidence for significant QTLs that affect growth traits (length and weight). These
potential QTLs provide a starting point for further characterization of the genetic
components underlying flesh color and growth in salmonids and are strong candidates for
marker-assisted selection.
The use of the markers to indicate the presence of a gene (trait) is the basis for markerassisted selection (MAS). Therefore, the construction of high-density and high-resolution
genetic maps is necessary to select for markers that are tightly linked to the target locus
(gene) (Chistiakov et al., 2006). Once a linkage is established between a locus and the gene of
interest, the inheritance of the gene can be traced, which could greatly enhance the efficiency
of breeding programs (Wang et al., 2009a).
6.2 Genetic diversity and individual identification
Genetic diversity refers to any variation in nucleotides, genes, chromosomes or whole
genomes of organisms (Wang et al., 2009a). Genetic diversity can be assessed among
different accessions/individuals within same species (intraspecific), among species
(interspecific) and between genus and families (Mittal & Dubey, 2009).
Even crops with advanced studies in genomics (e.g., rice, corn, soybean and apple) have
been recently evaluated by SSRs to access the genetic diversity. As mentioned previously,
large-scale screening requires low-cost technologies. In a recent publication, Ali et al. (2011)
evaluated the genetic and agro-morphological diversity of rice (Oryza sativa) among
subpopulations and their geographic distribution. A selection of 409 Asian landraces and
cultivars were chosen from 79 countries representing all of the major rice growing regions of
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the world. This rice diversity panel with the accompanying genetic and phenotypic
information provides a valuable foundation for association mapping and understanding the
basis of both genotypic and phenotypic differences within and between subpopulations.
Microsatellite markers have also been used for plants with poor genomic knowledge. For
example, in an interspecific analysis, Hoshino et al. (2006) evaluated 76 accessions of 34
species from nine Arachis sections and showed that this germplasm bank possessed high
variability, even when a species was represented by few accessions. This information was
used to maintain Arachis genetic diversity during the storage and conservation process.
Beatty & Provan (2011) published research utilizing intraspecific analysis through SSR
markers. These authors assessed the genetic diversity of glacial and temperate plant species,
respectively Orthilia secunda (one-sided wintergreen) and Monotropa hypopitys (yellow bird’s
nest). In this case, microsatellites were extremely useful to evaluate biogeographical
distributions and the impact of changes in the species ranges on total intraspecific diversity.
These authors concluded the following: “given that future species distribution modeling
suggests northern range shifts and loss of suitable habitat in the southern parts of the
species’ current distribution; extinction of genetically diverse rear edge populations could
have a significant effect in the range wide intraspecific diversity of both species, but
particularly in M. hypopitys”.
The great variability detected by microsatellites could be used to identify a person, a cultivar
or a population. A set of SSR markers could be selected for each species/situation to
distinguish one cultivar/genotype from all others. This practice is employed to protect the
intellectual property rights of new varieties by commercial companies (Wang et al., 2009a).
It is also used in paternity testing, when a progeny inherits one allele from the male parent
and another allele from the female parent (Chistiakov et al., 2006). The genotypic profile is
highly discriminating, which suggests that a random individual would have a low
probability of matching a given genotype and if only a few potential parents are being
consider, paternity could be determined by exclusion (Weising et al., 2005).
"Assignment tests" (assignment of an individual to the population) can be used in forensics,
conservation biology and molecular ecology. An interesting example is the study of
Primmer et al. (2000), which used this approach to identify a case of fishing competition
fraud. The assignment of the SSR genotype of the suspect fish to its most likely original
population indicated a high level of improbability that the fish originated from Lake Saimaa
(where the competition occurred). When this evidence was presented, the offender
confessed purchasing the salmon at a local fish shop and criminal charges were laid.
6.3 Population and phylogenetic relationships
Microsatellite markers can be used to determine the population structure within and among
populations (Wang et al., 2009a). Evaluations of population differentiation permit the
estimation of the migration rate between populations, assuming that these populations are
in equilibrium (e.g., no selection, identical mutation rates and generation time) (Weising et
al., 2005). In plants, migration rates correspond with the gene flow through seeds and pollen
(Weising et al., 2005). Microsatellite markers are a powerful system for revealing inter or
intraspecific phylogenetic relationships, even in closely related species (Wang et al., 2009a).
Phylogenetic relationships reflect the relatedness of a group of species based on a calculated
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genetic distance in their evolutionary history. Genomic SSRs, specifically EST-SSR markers,
are the best choice for cross-species phylogenetics (Mittal & Dubey, 2009). However, the
high incidence of homoplasy increases evolutionary distances and might undermine the
confidence of the phylogenetic hypotheses, compromise the accuracy of the analysis and
limit the depth of the phylogenetic inference (Jarne & Lagoda, 1996). Another problem with
SSR-based phylogenetic inference is that primer transferability might not work well in all
taxa and even when it is possible to amplify, the sequences might not be similar enough to
permit a confident orthology assessment. Flanking regions of microsatellites have also been
used in phylogenetic relationships between species and families because they evolve more
slowly than repeated sequences (Chistiakov et al., 2006).
Microsatellites have been used successfully in some phylogenetic cases. Using EST-SSR
markers derived from Medicago, cowpea and soybean, the genetic diversity of the USDA
Lespedeza germplasm collection was assessed and its phylogenetic relationship with the
genus Kummerowia was clarified (Wang et al., 2009b), despite the fact that phylogenetic
analysis with morphological reexamination provides a more complete approach to classify
accessions in plant germplasm collection and conservation. Orsini et al. (2004) used a set of
48 polymorphic microsatellites derived from Drosophila virilis to infer phylogenetic
relationships in the D. virilis clade and found results consistent with previous studies (D.
virilis and D. lummei were the most basal group of the species). Furthermore, these authors
detected differentiations between D. americana texana, D. americana americana and D.
novamexicana that were previously supported by FST analyses and a model-based clustering
method for multilocus genotype data. Rout et al. (2008) assessed the phylogenetic
relationships of Indian goats using 17 microsatellite markers. Breeds were sampled from
their natural habitats, covering different agroclimatic zones. Analyses showed that the
results of the microsatellite analysis were consistent with mitochondrial DNA data, which
classifies Indian goat populations into distinct genetic groups or breeds. The phylogenetic
and principal component analysis showed the clustering of goats according to their
geographical origin. The authors concluded that although the goat breeding tracts
overlapped and spread countrywide, they still maintain genetic distinctions while in their
natural habitats.
In the scope of biodiversity conservation and evolutionary genetics, microsatellites have
been used to contribute accurate information on issues of population dynamics,
demography and ecological/biological factors intrinsic to species and populations. As
examples of this approach, we can cite Palstra et al. (2007) and Becquet et al. (2007). Palstra
et al. (2007) examined the population structure and connectivity of Atlantic salmon (Salmo
salar) from Newfoundland and Labrador, which are regions where populations of this
species are relatively pristine. Using the genetic variation of 13 microsatellite loci from
samples (n=1346) collected from a total of 20 rivers, the connectivity at several regional and
temporal scales was verified, and the hypothesis that the predominant direction of the gene
flow is from large into small populations was tested. However, this hypothesis was rejected
by evidence that the temporal scale in which gene flow is assessed affects the directionality
of migration. Whereas large populations tend to function as sources of dispersal over
contemporary timescales, such patterns are often changed and even reversed over
evolutionary and coalescent-derived timescales. Furthermore, these patterns of population
structure vary among different regions and are compatible with demographic and life-
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history attributes. No evidence for sex-biased dispersal underlying gene flow asymmetry
was found. These results are inconsistent with generalizations concerning the directionality
of the gene flow in Atlantic salmon and emphasize the necessity of detailed regional study,
if such information is to be meaningfully applied in conservation and management of
salmonids.
Becquet et al. (2007) used 310 microsatellite markers genotyped in 78 common chimpanzees
and six bonobos, allowing a high-resolution genetic analysis of chimpanzee population
structure. These chimpanzees have been traditionally classified into three populations:
western, central and eastern. While the morphological or behavioral differences are small,
genetic studies of mitochondrial DNA and the Y chromosome have supported the
geography-based designations. The findings showed that the populations seem to be
discontinuous and provided weak evidence for gradients of variation reflecting
hybridization among chimpanzee populations. In addition, the results demonstrated that
central and eastern chimpanzees are more closely related to each other in time than to
western chimpanzees.
6.4 Bioinvasions and epidemiology
The analysis of genetic diversity, population structure and demographic inferences using
microsatellite has been useful to elucidate the processes of bioinvasion, understand the
epidemiological patterns and aid in controlling and eradicating diseases.
The characterization of the genetic structure of invasive populations is important because
genetically variable populations tend to be more successful as invaders than those that are
relatively genetically homogeneous, and genetic data might provide an important tool to
resource managers concerned with invasion risk assessments and predictions. To examine
the invasion genetics of the Eurasian spiny water flea, Bythotrephes longimanus, which is a
predacious zooplankter with increased range in Europe that is rapidly invading inland
waterbodies throughout North America’s Great Lakes region, Colautti et al. (2005)
employed microsatellite markers. Three populations where B. longimanus has been
historically present (Switzerland, Italy and Finland), a European-introduced population (the
Netherlands) and three North American populations (Lakes Erie, Superior and
Shebandowan) were sampled. Consistent with a bottleneck during colonization, the average
heterozygosities of the four European populations were higher than the three North
American populations. The pairwise FST estimated among North American populations
was not significantly different from zero and was much lower than that among European
populations. This result is consistent with a scenario of higher gene flow among North
American populations. The assignment tests identified several migrant genotypes in all
introduced populations (the Netherlands, Erie, Superior and Shebandowan), but rarely in
native ones (Switzerland, Italy and Finland). A large number of genotypes from North
America were assigned to Italian populations, suggesting a second invasion in the region of
northern Italy that was previously unidentified. These results support a bottleneck in the
invasion of North American populations that has been largely offset by the gene flow from
multiple native sources and among introduced populations.
Microsatellites have also been chosen to evaluate the genetic variability and dynamics of the
invasion of Ambrosia artemisiifolia, an aggressive North American annual weed, found
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particularly in sunflower and cornfields. Besides its economic impact on crop yield, this
plant represents a major health problem because of strongly allergenic pollen. The results of
Genton et al. (2005) suggested that the French invasive populations include plants from a
mixture of sources. The reduced diversity in populations distant from the original
introduction area indicated that ragweed range expansion probably occurred through
sequential bottlenecks from the original populations and not from subsequent new
introductions.
Understanding the epidemiology of the disease is related to knowledge about the basic
biology of the organisms involved. Population genetic studies can provide information
about the taxonomic status of species, the spatial limits of populations and the nature of the
gene flow among populations. Examples of the important results in this approach are Pérez
de Rosas et al. (2007) and Fitzpatrick et al. (2008). Pérez de Rosas et al. (2007) examined the
genetic structure in populations of the Chagas disease vector, Triatoma infestans. Levels of
genetic variability (assessed by microsatellites) were compared in populations of T. infestans
from areas with different periods after insecticide treatment and from areas that never
received treatment. These authors found that genetic drift and limited gene flow appear to
have generated a substantial degree of genetic differentiation among the populations of T.
infestans and the microgeographical analysis supports the existence of subdivision in T.
infestans populations. Levels of genetic diversity in the majority of T. infestans populations
from insecticide-treated localities were similar or higher than those detected in populations
from areas without treatment. This study supports the hypothesis of vector population
recovery from survivors of the insecticide-treated areas, and therefore highlights the value
of population genetic analyses in assessing the effectiveness of the Chagas disease vector
control programs. Fitzpatrick et al. (2008) investigated the identity of silvatic Rhodnius
(vector of Chagas’ disease) using sequencing and microsatellites and whether silvatic
populations of Rhodnius are isolated from domestic populations in Venezuela. Sequencing
confirmed the presence of R. prolixus in palms and that silvatic bugs can colonize houses.
The analyses of microsatellites revealed a lack of genetic structure between silvatic and
domestic ecotopes (non-significant FST values), which is indicative of unrestricted gene
flow. These results demonstrate that silvatic R. prolixus presents an unquestionable threat to
the control of Chagas disease in Venezuela.

7. Limitations
Although microsatellites have many advantages over other molecular markers, all data sets
might include some errors and genotyping errors remain a subject in population genetics
because they might bias the final conclusions (Bonin et al., 2004). Microsatellite genotyping
errors result from many variables (reagent quality, Taq polymerase error or contamination),
as reviewed by Pompanon et al. (2005), and the primary consequence is the misinterpretation
of allele banding patterns.
Microsatellite markers are mainly limited by:
1.

Null alleles: locus deletion or mutations in the annealing primer site prevent locus
amplification and heterozygous identification and lead to erroneous estimations of
allele frequencies and segregation rates. Primer redesign might resolve this problem.
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Homoplasy: alleles identical in state (length) but not by descent are homoplasic alleles
(Jarne & Lagoda, 1996). They can be identical in length but not in sequence or identical
in length and sequence but with different evolutionary history (Anmarkrud et al., 2008).
Because homoplasy is disregarded, the actual divergence between populations is
underestimated. Sequencing could be used to identify differences in sequences, but
differences in evolutionary history can only be identified by mutations documented in
known pedigrees.
Linkage disequilibrium: deviations from the random association of alleles in a
population, which are primarily caused by population substructuring and high levels of
inbreeding (Weising et al., 2005). It is especially problematic for population studies and
paternal exclusion. Computer programs or an offspring analysis could detect the
problems.

The error impact depends on the data application. In population genetic analyses,
homoplasy is not a significant problem (Estoup et al., 2002), except for hypermutable
markers that have increased slippage rates (Anmarkrud et al., 2008). However, error rates as
low as 0.01 per allele resulted in a rate of false paternity exclusion exceeding 20%, making
even modest error rates strongly influential (Hoffman & Amos, 2005). There are a lot of
informatics tools that account for genotyping errors (listed by Pompanon et al., 2005). These
authors also proposed a protocol for estimating error rates that should be used to attest the
reliability of published genotyping studies.

8. Perspectives
The utilization of microsatellites has been demonstrated by a large number of studies
applying this marker and by the variety of areas that apply microsatellites for several
purposes. Furthermore, novel technologies have enabled the development of markers for
previously neglected species through the generation of new sequences and a more refined
search in databases.
Nevertheless, there are some bottlenecks that need to be overcome as they hamper the best
and widespread use of SSR data, e.g., an exchangeable data format to allow users to access
different kinds of analyses and computer programs easily (Excoffier & Heckel, 2006) and the
best understanding about microsatellite evolution and mutation mechanisms.
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